TOWARDS THE PLAY FOUNDATION!

For the Idler

Pat Kane

I once went for a high-powered 'think-dinner' with Will Hutton, Observer columnist and director of the Work Foundation, in a hotel overlooking Hyde Park. As the author of a then-impending book called The Play Ethic, I was intrigued at the invite. 

Two of his colleagues were launching a paper called Transforming Work. I'd read it beforehand, and had cringed a little at its primary objective: to establish the word 'workful' as a legitimate way to describe the meaningful, worthwhile job. It sounded like an attempt to colonise what we mean by 'playful' - ie, activity that we choose to do, guided by joy and absorption - and of course it was. 

One of the paper's authors, Richard Reeves, had written a book called Happy Mondays, about how we secretly love our jobs - he believed they were more vital forms of community and purpose than we find at home or in leisure. As a musician, hacker and loving father, who tries to maintain a flexible relationship between my technology, social situations and passions, I couldn't have disagreed more. So as the wine was poured and the chicken rolled out, I expected to be in a bit of a stramash for the next few hours.

It wasn't too fractious, as it turned out. But our differences were profound. The Work Foundation people were interested in closing the gap between the structure and ritual that necessarily composes any organisation or company, and the ever-rising disatissfactions of workers with those constrictions. Their healing advice was: a little more self-determination of work schedules and granting of sabbaticals on one hand, and some warmer, more enabling language from management on the other. 

I was interested in where those aspirations might lead, given the opportunity - what kinds of new forms of acting-together might they create? The musicians or artists that come together to form a great band or company; the techies and nerds who obsess about an innovation that changes the rules of an area of society or economy (the Internet being the classic example); even those who put emotion, values and relationships first in their lives, and shape their money-and-power necessities around that commitment. They were interested in workers, in short, and I was interested in players. After a certain amount of heat and light, we blinked pleasantly at each other over the coffees.

"Perhaps", said Hutton with a certain post-prandial impishness, "you should think about establishing your own Play Foundation. We'd certainly welcome the competition. Like to see how well you'd do". 

It's a thought - and in the spirit of idle speculation encouraged by this publication, let me try and flesh it out. Foundations, as far as I've observed, are entities that have been given considerable sums of interest-generating cash, in order that an intellectual or cultural agenda can be sustainably pursued. A Play Foundation would therefore be dedicated to research and promoting an agenda for play - as a way of being, acting and thinking in the world - which would be just as ambitious as Hutton-and-pals' agenda for work.

What's the agenda for such a foundation? A few theses: 

	Too many of us are happy to accept a crippling dualism in our lives. Our willingness to come together to make objects or services that enhance and improve our society shouldn’t be confined to the term ‘work’. And our inexhaustible human urge to express ourselves, to dream of different worlds and futures, to seek out new experiences and relationships - all this shouldn’t be confined to the realm of ‘leisure’ or ‘recreation’. How can we integrate these two human impulses - that is, our ability to produce, and our capacity to imagine? 


	I believe that play, and particularly the notion of the player, can be a new and unifying force in our lives. The first thing we need to do is to make our understanding of the term much more profound. We need to shrug off the Puritan legacy - ‘the soul’s play-day is the devil’s work-day’ – that has confined play to childishness at best, and deviance at worst.


	The word ‘play’ itself has a surprising etymology. It comes from the Indo-European term -dlegh, meaning ‘to engage, to exercise oneself’. Play is essentially about active, mobile and energetic individuals, existing in a dynamic relationship with others. Hardly a trivial or silly definition.


	Look at biology and psychology, and we can see how play is as essential to human development as work - arguably more so. It is through early play that we complex mammals build up the essential skills for survival and flourishing. And as our societies move further and further away from scarcity and into affluence, these core skills of play - communicating, interacting, imagining, experimenting - become more central and vital to our adult lives, not more marginal. 


	I think play can mostly replace what we’re currently describing as work, But we have to be much more sophisticated in our understanding of play, and much less moralistic about our idea of work, for that to happen. It’s almost a truism now that information capitalism seeks to press an ever wider spectrum of our capacities and sensibilities into its service — with, as the record shows, a very mixed success rate (witness everything from absenteeism to hackerism). I don’t think we’re very far away — indeed, we might be at the start — of a major revolt against the very notion of “work” as any kind of description of the variety of ways that a conscious, self-developing info-citizen might add value to this world. 


	My aim with The Play Ethic is to give this revolt one possible constructive (rather than cynical or despairing) outlet — a positive identity of the “player,” and player-friendly institutions, as opposed to the worker and the work ethic. It might be a way to align our burgeoning sense of potential, with a realm of actions that in some way answers that.


	Of course there is a limit to play — yet it’s more about occupying a different point on the spectrum of human “response-abilities,” to coin a phrase. That aspect of work that implies duty, a commitment to reciprocate in a steadfast manner with others, I think should be called “care” instead. The Play Ethic often counterposes the “work-leisure” tension, and the “work-life balance”, with the “play-care continuum.” 


	A players’ society recognizes that playerhood might involve a long fall from the high-wire (or even the low-wire) of info-age opportunity and options, and that we have to devise systems and cultures of support and wellbeing to enable people to bounce back to the fray: players need social trampolines rather than social nets. Contrary to the libertarian ludicists I do think players need some level of collective support for when their risky, openness-embracing endeavors fail or flail. So between a strong play ethic and a strong care ethic, for me the work ethic simply dissolves. The work ethic represses what needs to be unleashed (play), and instrumentalizes what needs to be deeply felt (care).


Enough! (After that, go read the book). So what would this agenda mean in terms of a foundation’s priorities?

Gather together the cross-disciplinary scholarship on play – from biology to computer science, from culture to sports, from philosophy to economics. It’s outrageous that such a global, cross-species, cross-class, cross-generational phenomenon does not have the very basis of a scholarly investment. Play, in all its forms, needs to be taken seriously (no paradox) – and we’d start here.

Identify those social groups who were already explicitly using and identifying with play – in values and practices – and both study and support them. There is a powerful social alliance waiting to be forged between all those who identify themselves as players – gamesters and hackers, entrepreneurs both social and private, children and parents, activists and artists. What kind of society could they imagine, if they all started to talk to each other?

Investigate the grounds of play – what would a players’ infrastructure look like? We know how to reproduce the conditions that keep us as workers – wages, mortagages, nuclear families, overtime, compensatory consumptions. Can we begin to investigate what institutions and practices we would need to sustain our identity as players? What common resources, what access to facilities, what kinds of learning and housing and moving? 

Play with what we’ve discovered. A good foundation/think-tank pumps its ideas into practise as quickly as it can. So we’d have a kick-ass website, means to distribute ideas onto every available platform – from mobiles to digital tv – and a fire-starter for a press-and-publicity person. Like those Institute of Ideas people, except funkier.  

It would also, of course, be housed in some fantastically charismatic old factory space in either Glasgow or London, be brimming with the latest Macs and the fattest bandwidth, and have an ambience somewhere between a health spa, a hip restaurant, an arts lab and a nightclub (with an ace play foundation attached). 

Budget? About £1 million a year for five years. Likelihood? From tiny articles in renegade publications are outrageous connections sometimes made… And I promise you: Will Hutton will be the first one in for a cup of Vodka’n’Chai. 
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